The MADNES '05 workshop will be held in conjunction with the ISC '05 conference in Singapore. Workshop dates are scheduled for **September 20-22, 2005**. For updated workshop information, please see our website at the following URL:

http://www.sait.fsu.edu/madnes/

topics

The MADNES workshop accepts original research papers on all security aspects of constrained network environments. Topics of interest include, but are not limited to, the following aspects of mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETS), mobile agents, sensor networks and radio frequency (RF) devices:

- Security and fault tolerance
- Privacy issues
- Security & privacy applications of mobile agents and intelligent autonomous systems
- Distributed denial of service attacks and defenses
- Mobile code security and verification
- Key management and trust infrastructures
- Security, privacy and efficiency trade-offs
- Secure distributed algorithms
- Secure & private protocols for dynamic group applications
- Secure location, discovery and authentication of neighbors
- Secure timing and synchronization
- Secure/ private data collection and aggregation
- Secure self-configuration
- Secure routing
- Analysis and simulation of security and privacy properties
- Case Studies
- Energy efficient cryptography

material proceedings

The proceedings will be published by Springer-Verlag in its series of Lecture Notes in Computer Science. Each contribution will be reviewed as a regular submission.

paper submissions

electronic submission

All papers must be submitted electronically. A detailed description of the electronic submission procedure will appear by **April 04, 2005** on the Secure MADNES '05 submissions web page. Electronic submissions must conform to this procedure and be received by **May 02, 2005 @ 11:00pm GMT**.
instructions for authors

Submissions must not substantially duplicate work that have been published or that are simultaneously submitted to a journal or a conference/workshop with proceedings. Each paper should begin with a title, a short abstract, and a list of keywords. Papers should be in Portable Document Format (.pdf), at most 12 pages excluding bibliography and appendices, and at most 16 pages total using at least 11-point fonts and with reasonable margins. Committee members are not required to read appendices; the paper should be intelligible without them. Submissions not meeting these guidelines risk rejection without consideration of their merits. It is strongly preferred that submissions be processed in LaTeX according to the instructions at http://www.springer.de/comp/lncs/authors.html, since this will be a mandatory requirement for the final version of papers. Authors of an accepted paper must guarantee that at least one of the authors will attend the workshop and present their paper.
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